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LINGUAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BLOG COMMENTARIES  
 

(‘UKRAINIAN TRUTH’) WEBSITE)

Tetyana Andreyeva1

Abstract
The paper focuses on the lingual features of blogs, viewed as a new form of communication that emerged due to the Internet and 

. The research is based on the commentaries of “Ukrainian 

transliterated components of the Russian language which occur with the purpose of parodying or denoting the ideas implemented 
 Neologisms and ad

hoc formations, being created without any restrictions as to the form and content, are natural for blog commentaries. Along with 

paraphrasing.
By u

emphasizing it. Some commentaries contain, along with the letters, graphical mathematical symbols  of the analyzed 
commentaries is achieved by using quotations and allusions. 
may deliberately distort the words as well as there may be some errors and deviations from the generally accepted rules of written 

network communication shows its constant growth, attracting more and more users. 
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1. Introduction. It has become a fact that at present 
the Internet is increasingly overtaking more and more 
space in various spheres of human activities, having a 

ety as well as causing the emergence of new forms of 
communication. This leads to diverse transformations 

cal structures undergo changes and one can trace new 
features in the known styles and genres.

Modern technologies give new opportunities to the 

sages. This applies to all styles and genres, though to var
ying degrees. Due to the fact that network communication 

mations take place in those Internet genres that show 
the tendency towards a conversational style. According 

munication, marked by variability and subjectivity in the 
process of interpreting the interlocutor’s messages; c) the 
anonymous nature of communication and the physical 
absence of its participants; d) the absence of any status 
barriers between communicants2

Internet communication and its language organisation is 

ering this, O. Zemlyakova claims that a systemic nature 

ternet as being a “special form of language functioning” .

a) general issues of virtual communication 
(M. Apetian
dova ), belonging to the reality or its simulacrum 

6

(L. Kompantseva7), theoretical and methodological 
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analyses of the Internet as a means of communication 
(Yu. Krasnokutskaya8);

enon of a virtual linguistic personality (I. Aleksey
enko, O. Hukosyants9

of the Internet communication (A. Zhichkina10), so

enological analysis (S. Konoplitskiy11), the Internet 
communication as a potential threat or resource for 
an individual (L. Mararitsya, N. Antonova, K. Yerit
syan12), a linguistic personality in the Internet com
munication (O. Lutovinova );

c) problems related to the language of the Internet 
(L. Ivanov ), Internet slang (S. Zaitseva
novelties of the Ukrainian language Internet (S. Zait
seva16), argumentation in forum communication (on 
the material of the English language Internet forums) 
(E. Nikiforova17), the language of the sites of the 

spectives (L. Ponomarenko, S. Kozyryatska18), lan
guage strategies of the participants in Internet com
munication (A. Ryzhova19), the language of Internet 
communication (O. Tishchenko20);

tion (on the material of personal sites of scientists 
(S. Matveyeva21), the electronic letter as a functional 
and stylistic variety of the epistolary genre (A. Kury
anovich22), Internet commentaries in the system of 
mass communication (S. Fiyalka ), the genre charac
teristic of the Internet commentary) (P. Koshel ), etc. 

the “Ukrainian Truth” site have not yet been in the fo
cus of research interest. Thus, the aim of the present 
paper is to analyse the lingual features of the afore

mentioned commentaries. The object of the study is 
the language of Internet communication, while the 
subject

2. Methodology. 2.1. On the site “Ukrainian 
Truth” the blog segment is represented to a consid

of top authors, which attracts a large number of com
mentators. This fact was the basic reason for the 
choice of blog commentaries on this very site as the 
material of our study.

2.2. To reach the aim of our study we applied a 

ena having connotative characteristics); the descrip
tive method (to form the inventory of the units under 

pretation); the method of discourse analysis (to study 
the corresponding structural and semantic segments 
of the commentary in terms of its connections with 

od of pragmatic analysis (to make certain conclu
sions about commentators’ speech behaviour as well 
as about those internal regularities that determine 
the choice of the corresponding language units that 
serve the author’s intentions realisation); the meth

features of the studied units in terms of their environ
ment); the elements of the quantitative method.

3. Results and Discussion.
 

terised by the features of the written form of speech); 
2) commentaries (spontaneous short messages, posted 

. 
Any event of domestic or foreign politics, economics, 
culture, science, etc. can present the content of the 
commentary. It is a message that contains judgments, 

fact. Thus, the object of the commentary is an event, a 
phenomenon or a fact, while the reason of its posting 
is the author’s desire to react to them26.

In the Internet communication environment com
menting is rather widespread. The option of “com
menting” is activated in the absolute majority of 
modern Internet resources. Practically all the Internet 
content can be accompanied by a commentary. Ac
cording to P. Koschel, the popularity of such interac

teractivity of the Internet community27. O. Mikhailo

the Internet is much more powerful than those given 
to a civilian journalist by even the most independent 
mass media28

sion, it is worth mentioning what is stated in the Dec
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creating a world that all may enter without privilege 
or prejudice accorded by race, economic power, mili
tary force, or station of birth. We are creating a world 

liefs, no matter how singular, without fear of being 
coerced into silence or conformity”29.

virtual linguistic personality in choosing and using 
language means during communication. According 
to the researcher, a high degree of “communicative 

plained by the fact that the majority of the Internet 
users are mostly young people whose speech is char

on common things and to see the ordinary things in 
unusual light, depicting them with humor. The lack of 
a visual contact that creates a complete anonymity for 
the participants of virtual communication also has a 

.

turns the communication into a polylogue. All the par
ticipants of a polylogic communication are equal, ev

heard. Such communication is initiated by the address
er, who creates a message that has a formal structure of 
a monologue speech. If this topic is interesting to oth

putes, dialogues may be formed within the polylogue, 
if two of the participants in communication have op
posing views and disclose the topic in the direction 
they are interested in . The warranty of their anonym
ity transfers the emphasis of communication from the 
sender to the message itself. And the commentator is 

al component, the Internet commentaries form the 
emotional background for the perception of current 
events. When getting acquainted with them, the per
son is immersed into the atmosphere of fragmentary, 

munication through commentaries is characterized by 
blurredness of “the boundaries between their authors 

readers who are often inclined to turn into authors, 
by the use of various citations and borrowings, by the 
constant distraction from the main idea of the mes

deep analytics to brutal abuse and swearing” .

and Ukrainian languages. In the majority of cases 

Russian language. They predominantly occur with the 

nominations denoting the ideas implemented by propa
 

 (Kremlin bots has already 
been repeating it for a 100 years there isn’t any in
dependence, Ukrainian National Republic sprang up 
on German bayonets, Soviet Socialist Republic of 
Ukraine is a non republic, created by Lenin, Ukraine 
is a fake country that appeared by mistake) ; …

 (… the boys “are already solving the is
sues of cooperation with the strategic partner” … with 
the tacit consent of the commander in chief); 

 (Even bears are 
in hibernation till 18th of March); 

 (And 

ing to the core?). There are also cases when a translit
erated Russian phrase is duplicated in the same  
in Ukrainian

 (The belief in the “good mas
ter” is typical for older people. ... So they keep on look
ing for a good master) .

At the same time, it is not typical of Ukrainian 
language units to squeeze into Russian 

 (…they fearlessly lay down under 
the wheels of the “hunt’s” armored vehicles (1000 
UAH for one location. But it isn’t counted); 

 (There 
is a clear smell of KGB technicians) ;

 (…and you don’t 
have enough money for heating). 

Neologisms and ad hoc formations represent total
ly natural phenomena for the  of blog commen
taries  (ukrokatsap);  (rashist); 

29 Barlou.

 Dziubina 2016, p 219.

 Viatrovych 2018.
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 Kyrylenko 2018.
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 Kyrylenko 2018.
 Kyrylenko 2018.
 Kyrylenko 2018.
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 (zaporebrikovy),  
,  (vatniy) ;   , 

 ,  
; 

 . They can be cre
ated here without any restrictions as to the form and 

bright concepts to illustrate their thoughts, giving them 
appropriate linguistic organisation. Along with neolo

 (At the same time they refusing to read – 
.

for the blog commentaries. Thus, the participants of 

naming Russia. In such a way they demonstrate their 
attitude to the aggressor. This can be done both at 
the word level (  (Puylostan),  
(katsapstan)  (PaRussia) ;  (mosck
el),  (Russka) ), and using a descriptive 
phrase

 (a cattle yard under a na
. Paraphras

 (Julia the Liar is the queen of fake 

news);  (janik);  (a woman 
with a scythe); 

(V. Putin)  (The rational spirit of “tal
ented Goebbels”;  
(V. Putin)  (His KGB Goebellslike highness). Par

 (their grandfathers 
from Lockot republick); 
(a two headed chicken mutant); 

 (a strategic aggressor). Besides, such con
cepts gain popularity among the participants of Inter
net communication.

 
er”ful); 60 , 61 

. This unusual word presentation focuses 
the readers’ attention on its connotative meaning. At 
the same time, this graphical way of word presenta
tion contributes to individualization of the authors’ 
stylistic manner.

of a keyboard key that blocks the letter upper case, 

 (TRUTHFUL ANTIma
62 (AntyChKatilla); 

 (leaded to CATASTROPHY) . By 
using capital letters only, the author seeks to highlight a 

giving more prominence to it. This fact is evidenced 

 

a complete @udack. …@UDACK with capital let
ters) When only a part of the word is written in Caps 
Lock (  
(AntyChKatilla)

ed images66.

= =
=

= = = =
 (The voice… of the world 

known… Singer = Patriot… scion=mason… crimi
nal=corrupted… cattle slaughter soviet=ChK…, putin 
(putana)=ruchma=pinchuk …blast gang!!!). Graphic 
symbols of this type, that “are used to simplify and 
shorten the presentation of information in mathematics, 
have been transferred into the written form of speech 
to perform the same functions; at the same time, these 

68.
In the course of our analysis we have also reg

istered the cases of anaphora
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 (It’s disgusting when 
you are stripped . It’s disgusting when you are 

. 
The author of this commentary shows that he is fa
miliar with the notion of “stylistics”. The same can 

 (Do not cling your cheap straps at my 
.

 of the analyzed commentaries is 
achieved by a) quotations

 (Benya, you, there ... revive somehow by 
yourselves... and now, and forever and ever... amen); 

 (and still they will get up from sofas “in a 
bloody battle from Sian to Don”); b) allusions

 (I would ad
vise him “to say nothing 

 (…such proFFesionals as Stavniychuk 
have remained in the past). Quotations can be trans
literated  (to 
whom “my address is neither a house nor a street”).

While analyzing commentaries we can trace 
some phraseological units

 (Of course, these volunteers are now sit
ting around a broken tub chewing snot); 

 (Or do not go to the which). It is also 
possible to come across phraseological transforma
tions

 (It is true! Money does not 
smell, well, just, just barely smell of war...).

 (kassaps’ hydrocarbons); 80 
(monsieur and madams); 81 (lohik…).

Not to cross the line while using the desired word, 

the authors of the commentary graphically disguise 
the 82 ;

 (bl@dskiy); 84 (@udack).

Network communication proves to be structurally sim

consist of posts and commentaries. In commentaries 

pressing a desire to respond to a post. This is facilitated 

A virtual linguistic personality being viewed in the pa
per as a participant of network communication demon
strates creativity in the choice and use of linguistic 

of Internet users are young people with pertaining to 
them irony and their own views on ordinary things.

The person, who makes comments, actually be
comes a part of the discourse emerging around the 

her from evading the main topic in disputes, which 
can arise as a result of posting commentaries.

To comment or not to comment is the decision 

bility to leave commentaries often turns a blog page 
into a platform for communication (and often for po

go beyond the topic of the blog.

ical components of Russian and Ukrainian languages, 

clude transliterated components of Russian. This serves 
for the purpose of parodying. The use of neologisms 

taries. Among less common stylistics devices used in 
commentaries we can name “Caps Locking”, insertion 
of graphical means into words, the use of mathematical 
symbols as word substitutes, citations, allusions, phra
seological units, deliberate distortion of words, graph
ical disguising of obscene vocabulary. In many cases, 
these elements are used as a means of language play. It 

we traced a number of errors and deviations from the 
generally accepted rules of written speech.

tion shows its constant growth, attracting more and 

munication allows the scholars to study the processes 
of spontaneous actualization of language subsystems 
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